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Devanha Crescent

8Marine Terrace

1 Introduction 

1.1 Profi le

Designation Date 1 July 1968
Extended April 1972 added 0.9 hectares, June 

1978 added 0.58 hectares
Previous character appraisals n/a
Article 4 Direction 6.1
Size (hectares) 19
Number of character areas n/a
Number of listed buildings Total       18

Cat A       0
Cat B     10
Cat C       8 

Buildings at Risk 0
Scheduled Ancient Monuments 0
Adjoining Conservation Areas Ferryhill
Sites and Monuments Record 0

1.2 Summary of signifi cance 

Set on a hill to the south west of Aberdeen city 
centre, Marine Terrace Conservation Area is a 
fi ne example of 19th century middle and upper 
middle class suburban residential expansion. 
Archibald Simpson, a prominent Aberdeen neo-
classical 19th century architect, was responsible 
for designing a signifi cant part of the area along 
with other principle Aberdeen architects of the 
period. Marine Terrace Conservation Area has 
an affl uent and well maintained character and 
was one of Aberdeen’s fi rst conservation areas. 
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Location of the conservation areas within the City of Aberdeen

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Aberdeen City Council 100023401 2012.
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2. Location, history & development 

2.1       Location

Aberdeen’s smallest conservation area lies to 
the east of the active harbour area and train 
station on a fairly steep hill.  Sitting to the 
south of Union Street, the area abuts Ferryhill 
Conservation Area to the west, with the focus 
being Marine Terrace and Ferryhill Place. 

Abbotsford Lane
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2.2       Development history

The area was originally dominated by rural 
land, lying to the south of the river Holburn and 
the Dee village, east of Ferry Hill and north 
west of the Devanha brewery on the banks 
of the Dee (1).  The area developed in the 
early and mid 19th century as an extension to 
the existing road leading into Dee Village. 

The design for Marine Terrace itself was 
conceived by Archibald Simpson in 1830-1 and 
originally called ‘Belvidere Terrace’. The site 

preparation involved considerable retaining 
walls in order to create a stable fl attened 
summit for development to take advantage 
of the view south over the River Dee. In the 
event Simpson saw part of his design realised, 
when in 1837 work started on two cottages 
with the terrace being extended by J Russell 
Mackenzie and Duncan MacMillan in 1880. 
The terrace was fully completed in 1967 with 
a block of houses at the eastern end that are 
modern adaptations of the original design. 

As pressure for housing increased, new 
streets were added, as and when they were 
needed.  Ferryhill Place was laid out in 1831 
connecting the road to Devanha House built 
in 1813. By 1862 (2) Devanha Terrace and 
Caledonian Place had been established and 
the Conservation Area was largely developed 
as we see it today. Residential development 
continued through to the late 19th and early 
20th centuries. There has been little new 
development since then other than on infi ll sites.

1900-021866-99

Historical development maps for Bon-Accord and Crown Street area

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Aberdeen City Council 100023401 2012.© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Aberdeen City Council 100023401 2012.
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8 Marine Terrace

1959-68 2012

3  Character

3.1 Setting 
Marine Terrace Conservation Area is entirely 
made up of residential streets and green open 
spaces. The land slopes north east to a height 
of approximately 12 metres on Millburn Street 
over a distance of 350metres. This represents a 
gradient of 1 in 23 and becomes especially steep 
between Marine Terrace and Millburn Street 
where the gradient increases to a 1 in 5 slope.

The streets within the Conservation Area 
are generally very quiet and there are low 
levels of activity.  Movements within the area 
are predominantly pedestrian, with very low 
volumes of road traffi c movements.  The area 
is screened from the heavy traffi c of Crown 
Street by a steep, attractive wooded bank 
directly to the east of Marine Terrace that 
makes a signifi cant contribution to the overall 
feeling of quiet dignity and charm.  Activity and 
movement within the area does not appear to be 
infl uenced by day, night or seasonal variations.

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Aberdeen City Council 100023401 2012. © Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Aberdeen City Council 100023401 2012.
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Caledonian Place
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3.2  Built environment 

3.2.1  Typical building forms and features
The Conservation Area has a variety of 
architectural styles and detailing developed 
over time however there are two common 
building forms, both terraced:

• Variants on the Aberdeen cottage style, 
comprising a single storey property with 
dormers. Many of these properties are quite 
substantial, some having a sub basement level; 

• Two storied properties with dormers.

Both styles of property were designed to 
appeal to the growing middle classes of the 
19th century, which is refl ected in the plot size 
and architectural detailing. Generally there are 
gardens to the front and back. Windows are 
traditional timber sash and case with 4 pane (2 
over 2) being a common fenestration pattern. 
Facades are classically restrained with an 
absence of bay or other projecting windows with 
the exception of roof dormers. Although many 
of the terraces were developed over time they 
nevertheless have retained a sense of disciplined 
cohesion that unites them creating a pleasing 
natural rhythm and order to the streetscape.

Notwithstanding its interrupted development, 
Marine Terrace is nevertheless considered 
to be an example of one of Simpson’s fi nest 
works of domestic street architecture. It is bold, 
unashamedly neo classical with an understated 
grandeur. The paired two storied houses in 
the centre of the terrace, the unifying cornices 
and sweeping rhythm of broad front entrance 

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Aberdeen City Council 100023401 2012.

Plan 1 : Listing Buildings in the Marine Terrace area

Category A
Category B

Category C

Key to listed building categories
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8 Marine Terrace

steps and iron railings result in an harmonious 
composition ensuring that Marine Terrace 
is still a very sought after location. The town 
house properties give the appearance of being 
one-storey, but actually have a full fl oor tucked 
underneath, hidden by a broad pavement.  Built 
of coursed grey granite ashlar with fi nely fi nished 
dressings, the front windows are fl ush timber 
sash and case, with large bay windows to the rear.  

Marine Place was also designed by Archibald 
Simpson circa. 1837.  These are a complete 
row of six houses sharing a large wooded 
green area with their own driveway.  These 
properties retain their original doorways and 
dormer windows.  The textured rubble walls 
are in contrast with smooth granite cill course 
and dressings to doors and windows.

Ferryhill Place was laid out in 1831 and houses 
at its western end (nos 20-30 and 17-27) are 
thought to have been designed by Archibald 
Simpson. On the west side of the street are single 
storied linked Aberdeen cottages with individual, 
long front gardens. Formal architectural features 
such as dressed window and door surrounds, 
architraves and ashlar steps contrast with the 
plain, undressed coarse granite walls. On the 
east side of the street is a terrace of more formal, 
two storied properties built of dressed granite. 

Abbotsford Place was designed by Messrs Wilson 
and Johnston in the mid 19th century.  It features 
a row of single storey rubble walled Aberdeen 
cottages that are reminiscent of those on the 
west side of Ferryhill Place.  Original timber sash 
and case and dormer windows can still be seen 

Plan 2 : Marine Terrace Built Heritage

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Aberdeen City Council 100023401 2012.
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Listed building Group category A
Listed building Group category B

Historic roads, pre 1828 

Key
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Top: South Crown Street
Bottom: Ferryhill Place

alongside small, yet very pretty, front gardens. 
The street also contains a row of modern 
terraced two-storey properties at its eastern 
end.  Although these properties are modern in 
comparison with surrounding properties, they fi t 
in well with the general feel of the area. They are 
of a similar scale and massing to surrounding 
properties and have detailing such as granite 
stonework and traditional styled wooden doors.  
The properties also have predominantly white 
uPVC sash and case style windows which are an 
attempt at keeping with the traditional style set 
in the Conservation Area.  To the western end 
of the lane sits Woodbine Cottage, which dates 
from the early 19th century.  It is a two-storey 
traditional house made of random granite rubble 
with timber sash and case windows and is one of 
the few surviving traditional detached houses in 
this area, with much of its original detailing intact.

Caledonian Place was designed by James 
Matthews circa 1859.  On one side there are 
square granite buildings of two-storey with the 
centre featuring two bay-windowed houses.  
These properties feature tooled coursed 
pink granite with fi nely fi nished sandstone 
dressings.  On the other side sits a row of 
terraced cottage style one-storey houses, 
again featuring the unusual pink granite with 
polished sandstone dressings. James Matthew’s 
idea for Caledonian Place was to introduce 
variety in to the miles of new granite buildings 
that were being built at the time, successfully 
achieved through his choice of material.

Caledonian Court contains 9 fl ats and 4 town 
houses within a converted church, originally 
Ferryhill North Church.  The building is 
unlisted but the redevelopment to residential 
in 1993 successfully kept the church’s 
original appearance and character with its 
ornate stain glass windows and slate roof.

Devanha Terrace comprises a row of terraced 
two-storey town houses with basement and attic. 
The name originates from Roman times where 
the settlement near the mouth of the Denburn 
was known as Devana and the River Dee as 
the Deva. There are timber sash and case and 
dormer windows to the front and black of the 
properties with decorative iron railings running 
along the front.  The property at 1½ Devanha 
Terrace (Coull Cottage) was built around 1880 
with a small extension circa 1883.  This property 
appears single storey when viewing from the front 
elevation but actually contains a hidden basement 
level that follows the slope of the hill that the 
property is built on. The property is unlisted but 
of substantial value.  This cottage was included 
in the second extension to the Marine Terrace 
Conservation Area that was designated in June 
1978.  Over the years a cartographical error 
has resulted in this property being excluded 
from the boundary of the Conservation Area as 
shown in the Aberdeen Local Plan (2008) and 
the Aberdeen Local Development Plan (2012).
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8 Marine Terrace

3.2.2 Materials

The palette of materials used is typically that of 
19th century Aberdeen. Granite is used either in 
the form of dressed ashlar blocks as in Marine 
Terrace or in undressed coarse granite walls. This 
latter use of granite is employed to skilful effect 
in some of the Aberdeen cottage terraces, eg 
Marine Place, as it creates a rusticated feel that 
is in sharp contrast with the formal architectural 
dressed granite features such as window and 
door surrounds, architraves and ashlar steps. 
Circa 1859 James Matthews successfully used 
pink granite in his design for Caledonian Place 
in order to introduce variety to the vast number 
of new granite buildings that were being built 
at that time. Generally pink granite is not a 
common material in this Conservation Area.

Roofs are traditional slate and 
external railings of cast iron.

3.2.3 Orientation/building lines/heights

Plan 3: Urban form 

In general principal roads lie north to south with 
connecting streets and lanes lying east to west.  
The main street of Ferryhill Road runs in a south-
west to north-east direction which closely follows 
the topography of the area.  There is a gentle 
slope which runs in this direction, fl attening out at 
the bottom of South Crown Street before rising up 
again along Crown Street towards Union Street. 

Terraces are uniformly set back from the 
pavement edge, some with small front gardens 
such as Crown Street South and others with 
substantial front gardens as at Ferryhill Place 
(west). Devanha Terrace is unusual in having 
no front gardens immediately next to the 
properties, but separated from the buildings 
by a road - a Scottish tradition more often 
seen in fi shing towns such as Tobermory. All 
terraces, with the exception of the more modern 
Marine Lane, have strong front boundaries 
usually in the form of traditional railings 
although sometimes as walls and hedges.

Single or two storied properties are the norm, 
both with dormers on the front elevation. On 
some streets, such as Ferryhill Place laid out 
in 1831, there are different building heights on 
either side. On the west side are single storied 
Aberdeen cottages whilst on the east side is 

Top: Dressed ashlar granite blocks, Marine Terrace
Bottom : Cast iron railings, Marine Terrace
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Plan 3 : Marine Terrace urban form

N

a two storied terrace. One explanation for the 
contrasting heights is that it was a device used 
to enable buildings on the east side to enjoy 
afternoon and evening sun. This pattern can 
also be found elsewhere in Aberdeen on Victoria 
Street also designed by Archibald Simpson.

3.2.4 Uses
The area was designed for residential use and 
it has remained so to the present. Many of 
the houses intended for single household use 
have been divided into fl ats in 20th century.

3.2.5 Negative factors
Overall Marine Terrace Conservation Area is 
well maintained and attractive however there 
are a number of issues that detract from its 
character and appearance. Although the 
following alterations may be viewed as a small 
change to an individual house, their cumulative 
impact on the street can be signifi cant:

• Inappropriate location of satellite dishes, such 
as on front elevations, is of concern particularly 
on Ferryhill Place and Devanha Terrace. 

• Alarm boxes on the façade of buildings as 
many of them are unsightly, inappropriately 
placed and of a highly visual colour. 
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3.3  Public realm 

3.3.1  Views/vista/glimpses
Due to its hilly location there are signifi cant 
views both from and across the Conservation 
Area (Plan 4). The highest point is in the south 
western corner on Ferryhill Place at just over 
25metres.  These include northwards along 
South Crown Street towards the city centre 
and south from Devanha Terrace into the 
green space and the River Dee beyond. 

5

5
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Plan 4 : Marine Terrace townscape analysis

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Aberdeen City Council 100023401 2012.
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Glimpses
Focal points
Long distance landmarks

8 Marine Terrace

Ferryhill Place
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3.3.2 Roads
Ferryhill Road carries signifi cant through 
vehicular traffi c. For most of the area however 
there are very low volumes of road traffi c and 
movements are mainly pedestrian. The quiet 
residential streets have low levels of movement 
activity. Road surfaces are tarmac with granite 
kerbs. A number of streets still have granite 
setted gutters that add to the area’s character. 
There is on street car parking and a number 
of properties have rear access to garages.

3.3.3 Pavement
Pavements within the Conservation Area are 
generally in good condition and consist mainly 
of granite fl agstones and kerbing however 
in some areas concrete paving slabs have 
been used, which detract from the character 
and appearance of the Conservation Area.    

Plan 5 : Activity and movement through the conservation area

Main vehicular routes
Key

Main pedestrian routes

N
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3.3.4  Street trees
Many of the roads are enhanced by streets 
trees that make a large contribution to the 
character of the area. Many such as those on 
Ferryhill Place serve to accentuate the linear 
nature of the street and others augment the 
already leafy nature of this suburb. Although not 
all are covered by protection orders, it should 
be noted that the retention of these trees is 
a high priority for the Conservation Area.

3.3.5 Signage
There are many examples of traditional 
street name tiles, but there are also several 
instances of more modern road signage. For 
example signifi cant streets, like Marine Terrace, 
have modern bright blue and white sign as 
opposed to the traditional black and white 
tiles. This detracts from the historic character 
of the area. Other forms of street signage 
however do not have an adverse impact. 

3.3.6 Street furniture
There is an incoherent mixture of both heritage 
style street furniture and more modern variations.  
Lampposts styles vary within the area, again with 
a mixture of traditional and modern styles. Those 
on Marine Terrace are a replica of a traditional 
black street lamp, while other streets such as 
Caledonian Place, Abbotsford Lane and Devanha 
Terrace feature modern and varying styles. 
Certain types of these street lights are particularly 
poor for spillage of light into the night sky.

3.3.7  Negative factors
There is a general inconsistency in the street furniture however, with the exception of 
street signage, this is not visually intrusive. Replacement of blue and white street signage 
with traditional black and white tile signs would give the area a greater coherence.

Top: Blue and white replacement street signage
Bottom: Ferryhill Place

Top: Street trees, Ferryhill Place
Bottom: Original black and white tiled street name 

8 Marine Terrace
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Top: 3 storey bay corner detail, Devanha Terrace 
Bottom: Coull Cottage, Devanha Terrace

Traditional features: streetlights, doors, paving, tiled signs, 
dormer windows, open space and cornering. 

Modern features: different style street lights, blue metal streets signs, 
uPVC windows and satellite dishes should be avoided. 

Top: Inappropriate use of modern materials, 
Caledonian Place
Bottom: Satallite dishes, Ferryhill Place

Top: Blue street signs, Marine Place
Bottom: Marine Court fl atted development
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3.4 Natural environment 

3.4.1  Open spaces
Marine Terrace Conservation Area benefi ts 
from a large proportion of open spaces and 
greenery throughout (Plan 6). The majority of 
open space can be categorised as residential 
as it tends to be in the form of private gardens. 

There is a large grassy, wooded area that 
slopes down from Marine Terrace towards 
South Crown Street.  This wooded slope plays 
a crucial role in sheltering the area and creating 
a barrier from busy Crown Street.  It is an 
attractive area at present although it may need 
regenerating in the decades to come as trees 
reach the end of their life. The locked gates on 
Marine Terrace may indicate that ownership and 
access is for the residents of this street only.

Plan 6 : Marine Terrace natural heritage

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Aberdeen City Council 100023401 2012.
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The area also boasts a very pretty, well 
maintained amenity garden at Devanha Terrace.  
The area is community managed and essentially 
replaces the front gardens of the properties that 
run along Devanha Terrace.  This garden is 
separated from the road by a black iron fence 
and features benches, a barbeque area and 
stunning views across Aberdeen. Abbotsford 
Place, Abbotsford Lane and Ferryhill triangle 
of greenery provides a buffer between the area 
and the busier Ferryhill. The area is a planned 
space that sets off the buildings that surround it. 

3.4.2  Trees 
There is a fairly large proportion of tree/hedge 
coverage within the Conservation Area with 
a variety of species including Beech, Copper 
Beech, Norway maple, Sycamore, Lime, Ash, 
Elm, Gean/Wild Cherry and Rowan.  Trees 
make a huge contribution to the area’s character 
witnessed by the fact that one of the Council’s 
earliest Tree Preservation Orders is in this 
area and covering a large number of trees. 

3.4.3  Negative features
There are no outstanding negative features 
in the area’s natural environment.

3.5  Key characteristics

The following key features characterise the Conservation Area:

General
• Well conserved granite terraces with many original features remaining

• Comprehensive use of traditional Aberdeen building materials – granite 
masonry, slate roofs and timber sash and case windows

• Plain classical front building facades

• Aberdeen cottage style single storied properties with dormer 
windows, some with sub basement level.

• Two storied terraces with dormer windows

• Architectural granite detailing – dressed window and door surrounds, architraves and ashlar steps

• Use of rusticated, undressed coarse granite walls on some Aberdeen 
cottages contrasting with formal architectural detailing

• Strong front boundary treatment – mainly railings with some walls and hedges

• Granite boundary walls elsewhere

• Signifi cant tree cover including those in private gardens, street trees and woodland

• Quiet residential character
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4 Management 

Please see Section 2 Conservation Areas Management Plan for all guidance 
relating to the management of Marine Terrace Conservation Area.

No new boundary alterations are proposed as a result of this character 
appraisal however the earlier Conservation Area boundary that 
included 1½ Devanha Terrace (Coull Cottage) is to be reinstated.

4.1 SWOT Analysis

The following SWOT analysis draws together the various 
characteristics of the Conservation Area. It provides a basis from 
which to develop strategies to conserve all that is positive, identify 
opportunities to enhance it, and address the negative issues. 

Strengths Weaknesses
• Fine examples of 19th century middle/upper 

class residential suburb expansion

• High quality and variety of architectural features such as the classic 
Aberdeen cottages on South Crown Street/Abbotsford Place and 
the mixed use of materials such as pink and grey granite

• Contains examples of many principle Aberdeen architects 
of the period especially Archibald Simpson

• Attractive residential streets and open spaces 
(Devanha Crescent/Abbotsford Place)

• Signifi cant views both from and across the Conservation Area

• Quiet streets with a low level of activity.  Mostly 
pedestrian movement with low road traffi c.

• Trees and Hedges/Green Spaces such as the wooded bank between South 
Crown Street and Marine Terrace which screens the Conservation Area

• Most buildings in good repair with owners/occupiers generally sensitive to 
the historic character of their property and its setting

• Inferior materials use for replacement doors, windows 
etc for example on Caledonian Place.

• Variety of public realm – there is no consistency

• Poor street lighting in some areas causes a large amount of spillage

• Lack of access to some of the open space, for example 
on Devanha Crescent and Devanha Terrace

• Satellite dishes on Ferryhill Place/ Devanha Terrace

• Burglar Alarm boxes on the front of buildings are very visible

• Some poor modern development out of character with the 
rest of the area for example on Marine Terrace

• Poor quality  street furniture – different kinds of street bollards/signs etc

• Poor surfacing in areas

8 Marine Terrace
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Opportunities Threats
• Pedestrian enhanced connections through to Ferryhill 

Road from Marine Terrace/Marine Lane

• Replacement of modern signage with traditional 
Aberdeen black and white tiles

• Amend Conservation Area boundary to include 
Coull Cottage, 1 ½ Devanha Terrace.

• Enhancement and consistency of street furniture 

• Replacement windows and doors sympathetic to the Conservation Area

• Reinstate front area boundaries. Repair and 
reinstatement of traditional cast iron railings

• Small former public toilet buildings on Ferryhill Road is disused however 
is an attractive traditional feature of the area.  This could potentially be 
redeveloped for another use.

• Infi ll development in back gardens for housing 
and car parks for example Marine Lane.

• Unsympathetic development that does not refl ect or 
relate to the character of the Conservation Area.

• Lack of enforcement for breaches of planning permission/regulations. 

• Removal of the Conservation Area status.

• Development on or near the boundaries of the Conservation 
Area having a negative impact on its character.

• Communication between services such as roads and maintenance for 
example.

Traditional dormers, Caledonian Place Open greenspace, Marine TerraceDevanha Terrace
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8 Marine Terrace

• Abbotsford Lane, 2-30, Woodbine 
Cottage (1 and 1a)

• Abbotsford Place, all nos

• Bon-Accord Street, 151-153, 155

• Caledonian Place, 1-29, 2-24

• Devanha Lane

• Devanha Terrace, 1-14 inclusive: Coull Cottage

• Ferryhill Place, all nos

• Marine Court, all nos, Ferryhill

• Marine Place, all nos, Ferryhill

• Marine Terrace, all nos, Ferryhill

• Polmuir Road, 1-7, odd nos

• South Crown Street, 3-13 inclusive

List of Streets in the Marine Terrace conservation area


